ABOUT THE ARTIST
TOFA - Christopher Noelle (*1974)
Since 2003 Berlin born multimedia-artist Christopher
Noelle has focused on the theme of lightpainting-photography and -animation under the moniker TOFA
By his permanent experimental research and development he´s one of the pioneers in the international
lightpainting-scene.
His approach to find new ways to work with lightsources is evolving ongoing highend artpieces.
By his work as multimedia-artist Christopher has found
a genre-comprehensive conceptional workflow, that emmits continuously new directions by the combinations
of projections, calligraphy elements, the usage of pixelsticks, stencils, motor controls and selfconstructed
tools.
The core of his artistic work goes far beyond conventional multimedia-installations- and lighting-design-concepts and Christophers´ approach is to bring the analogue and digital world in accordance with eachother to
redefine urban space and enlarge the viewers angle of vision.
Especially the aspect of working with new conceptual ideas to creat never-before-seen images underlines his
artwork and sets a clear distance to other international renowned lightpainting artists.
By the move from Berlin to Linz in 2014 he was able to refocus more intense on his art, working on new concepts for exhibitions, building projections, software-development for realtime lightpainting and new analogue
and digital artworks.
His artwork has been published in international magazines like Vogue, IdN, Men´s Health and Page, it can be
found on numerous online-blogs, is captured in TV-reports by Arte, ARD and Pro7 and companies like Red
Bull, Lacoste, Diesel, Sony, Carhartt, Carlsberg, Warsteiner and Converse have booked his art for exhibitions
and campaigns.
Christopher is an active member of the LPWA - the Light Painting World Alliance, which is the international
umbrella organization for lightpainters and he is Austrias ambassador.
He also spreads his knowledge by giving lightpainting-workshops and travels to new spots to create his art.
More informations and online-portfolios can be found under the following links:
www.metofa.com/lightart
www.lightwriting.de
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